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THE Ideal FARMHOUSE OF TODAY AND TOMORROW

Practical, comfortable, economical to build and fireproof—tells the story of the Model Farmhouse exhibited by The Country Home at a Century of Progress.

This house can be built anywhere in the United States at a cost of approximately $5,000.

It is constructed of brick, steel and concrete and introduces for the first time in this country many new ideas and methods of building.

The walls are not built brick by brick but are constructed in sections on the ground, the bricks reinforced by steel rods and the whole bound together with mortar. The walls are then set in place section by section. Roof and floors are also constructed in sections from steel "pans" which are bolted together and into which go concrete or insulating material. Walls, floors and roof lock together making the house not only fireproof but wind or cyclone proof as well.

There are thirteen rooms, including the garage, and there is a large sun deck or porch opening off the second floor.

This Model Farmhouse is exhibited by The Country Home as an added service to its readers and to rural people generally.

A complete description of the Model Farmhouse with photographs and floor plans is available in a booklet, "The Country Home Model Farmhouse." Price 10 cents.
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